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—Philadelphians can nowbundle plans with new choices, convenience and reliability—
PHILADELPHIA--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 16, 2016-- Two sources of energy and one company that supplies them. That’s the convenience
Philadelphia-based energy supplier NRG offers area residents with its new natural gas and electricity bundle options, backed by NRG Energy
(NYSE:NRG), the nation’s largest independent power producer.
The NRG electricity and natural gas plans provide a wide array of choices and benefits that fit every consumer’s budget and lifestyle, including
predictable fixed-price electricity plans, cash back, and rewards programs. As the official energy provider of the Philadelphia Eagles, NRG customers
in Philadelphia also can choose the Eagles Fan Plan, which features official Eagles merchandise.
“When it comes to your home, energy plans are not and should not be one size fits all,” said Mike Starck, general manager, NRG Retail East. “With our
new natural gas and electricity plan offerings, we extend our promise to power our customer’s lives and deliver convenient solutions that fit them
perfectly.”
For years NRG has powered homes and small businesses in Pennsylvania. With this expansion of natural gas service for customers in Philadelphia
Gas Works’ territory, NRG’s combined electricity and natural gas plans are available to almost all Philadelphia area customers and throughout
Pennsylvania.
Electricity and natural gas bundle plans vary depending on where you live in the Commonwealth. Different options include the Renewable Plan with
100% wind-generated energy, Goal Zero portable power products, and 100% carbon-offset natural gas; the Cash Back Plan; and other innovative
energy solutions. The process of switching is easy. New customers contact NRG to sign up for a plan, receive a confirmation that the switch is
complete, and then begin earning rewards.
To learn more about and see a full list of NRG’s electricity and natural gas options, visit nrghomepower.com/shop or call 855-PICK-NRG.
About NRG
NRG is the leading integrated power company in the U.S., built on the strength of the nation’s largest and most diverse competitive electric generation
portfolio and leading retail electricity platform. A Fortune 200 company, NRG creates value through best in class operations, reliable and efficient
electric generation, and a retail platform serving residential and commercial businesses. Working with electricity customers, large and small, we
continually innovate, embrace and implement sustainable solutions for producing and managing energy. We aim to be pioneers in developing smarter
energy choices and delivering exceptional service as our retail electricity providers serve almost 3 million residential and commercial customers
throughout the country. More information is available at www.nrg.com. Connect with NRG Energy on Facebook and follow us on Twitter @nrgenergy.
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